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Preface

My interest in optical observations of orbiting space-

craft began during my assignment to the Air Force Avionics

Laboratory. I had been especially interested in the work

being done by Dr. K.E. Kissell and others at the Aerospace

Research Laboratories Sulphur Grove Facility9 so I was

delighted with the opportunity to do my thesis work there.

The proposed topic, measurement of the spectral reflectiv-

ity of satellites, was very appealing since no previous

work had beer, done in this area.

I would. like to thank Dr. L.S. Pedrotti, my AFIT

thesis advisor, for allowing me to take this project, and

Dr. K.E. Kissell, my laboratory supervisor, for his timely

direction and counsel. I would also like to thank the

many ARL personnel who assisted me during this period,

especially Mr. R.. Vanderburgh and Captain L.S. ? -knik.
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Abstract

Low resolution reflectance spectra of three orbiting

satellites, objects 2253, 3819, and 4392, were measured

using a scanning spectrometer designed and built for use

with the Aerospace Research Laboratories satellite tracking

telescope. The spectrometer, having a variable bandpass

interference filter as the dispersive element, operates

between 4000 and 7000 A with a resolution of 150 A. The

required data reduction procedures were developed and the

system was tested on a3tronomical objects. The measured

reflectance spectrum of object 2253 is in agreement with

that of the known surface material, aluminum. The measured

reflectance spectra of objects 3819 and 4392 resemble

those of white paints.
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MEASUREMENT OF THE VISIBLE REFLECTANCE SPECTRA

OF ORBITING SATELLITES

I. Introduction

Background

Optical observations of artificial satellites began

shortly after the launching of the first Soviet Sputnik

in 1957; these observations were primarily concerned with

determining the satellite orbits. Few attempts were made

before 1964 to analyze the reflected light to determine

a satellite's Dhysloal or dynamic characteristics. Since

that time techniques have been developed, primarily at

the Air Force Aerospace Research Laboratories, for the

measurement of the brightness of orbiting spacecraft with

aocuraoles sufficient for detailed analysis. To date,

these analyses have included determination of satellite

shape, dynamics, and surface scattering properties,

dielectric constant, and color indices.

Analysis of the reflectance spectrum of a satellite

using the techniques of reflectance spectroscopy can permit

Identification of the satellite surface materials and

monitoring of changes in the materials due to the space

environment. In classical astronomy, these techniques

have been successfully applied to the determination of

the surface composition of the moon and asteriods.
1'2

Previous spectral measurements on satellites have been

1
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! limited to either visual estimates of color3 or brnaA .n"A

measurements using the standard astronomical UBV filters.4t5

These observations provide information on the gross spectral

reflectance, but do not permit detailed enalysis. The object

of this study is to demonstrate the feasibility of measuring

low-resolution visible reflectance spectra of orbiting

satellites.

Scope of StudX

This report will detail the development of both equip-

ment and procedures for the measurement of the reflectance

spectra of orbiting spacecraft to be used in conjunction

with the existing ARL satellite tracking facilities at

Sulphur Grove, Ohio. The techniques developed differ from

those used in spectral studies of astronomical objects.

Special consideration had to be given to compensating for

the large changes in the brightness of a satellite due to

A its dynamic motions about its center of mass. These varl-

ations in brightness can typically amount to two orders of

magnitude within a few seconds. In common with the astro-

nomloal problems, however, are the difficulties encountered

in spectral studies of low-intensity sources since artifi-

cial satellites are seldom brighter than the average stars

or planets.

The problem was resolved into three major divisions:
the development of a technique for determining the spectral

reflectance of a satellite; the design, construction, and

testing of a suitable spectrometer; and the establishment

2
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El of data handling and reduction procedures. Unless other-
wise noted, the work presented in this thesis Is orginal

and that of the author.

ao
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II. Theory

Optical Observatilons of Spacecraft

Satellite Visibility. The visibility of an orbiting

satellite to an observer on the ground is a function both of

the brightness of the satellite and the contrast between the

satellite and the sky. The contrast, C, is defined as:

C B b (1)
B a+ Bb

where B. is the brightness of the satellite and Bb is the

brightness of the sky. The brightness of the satellite

depends on its size, shape, surface properties and orienta-

tion, as well as the illumination and range. The apparent

brightness of the sky is the result of atmospherically

scattered light from the sun, moon, stars, and terrestrial

sources, and atmospheric emission, "airglow".

To maximize the contrast between the satellite and the

A sky, henceo to increase the visibility of the satellite,

most optical observations are made during the twilight hours

before sunrise and after sunset. At these times, the sun is

below the observer's horizon so the sky brightness is reduced

to near minimal levels. However, the satellite, at some

distance above the surface of the earth, can still be illumi-
4 hated by the sun (Fig. 1). For passive observations, the sun

is assumed to be the only source of illumination . Other

sources, such as stars or reflected light from the earth or

moon, are of such low intensities as to be negligible in
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comparision to the Intcnsity of the solar rad1At4nn.

Satellite B rs~s. The observed brightness of many

satellites can be predicted by assuming the satellite is

composed of a combination of simple geometric surfaces:

planes, spheres, cylinders, or cones. The angular dependence

of the reflectance is computed separately for each surface,

and the results combined to yield the observed brightness of

the satellite as a function of the relative positions of the

sun and the observer, and the orientation of the satellite.

In general, the brightness will vary depending on the "phase j

angle"q the angle between the sun and the observer as measured

from the satellite, and the orientation of the satellite body

axis relative to these directions. Expressions describing

the reflectance for simple surfaces have been derived by the

authofi and others; Kissell4 presents a comprehensive biblio-

graphy for the derivations.

The observations at the ARL Sulphur Grove Facility are

directed principally toward the measurement of the apparent

satellite brightness. The records of the observed brightness

j as a function of time, commonly referred to as "light curves",

-: are analyzed to determine a satellite's physical and dynamic

properties. The analyses are based on comparisons to the

theoretical models.

Stellar Magnitude System. The observed brightness of

a satellite is normally expressed in units of stellar magni-

tude. This magnitude system is used in classical astronomy

to describe the brightness of the stars. In the system, o.ie

6
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us magnuitoue uu uepui Lu to a iUo of the brlgntnesses

of two sources of 2.512. This value was chosen for compat-

ibility with an earlier system in which the visible stars

were divided into six groups according to their apparent

visual brightness. The magnitude difference between two

sources is related to their brightnesses bys

-(m - m.) = log2 .512 (F / ) (2)

where m and m* are the respective magnitudes of the two

sources, and F and F* are the observed fluxes. The magnitude

of a star or satellite can be found by comparing the observed

flux to that of a zero magnitude source. For visual obser-

vations, a zero magnitude source is defined to have an

-4 2exo-atmospheric flux equivalent to 2.43 x 10 lumens/meter

Similar magnitude standards have been defined for other

types of measurements.

Measurement of Reflectance S eotra

In general, the surface of a satellite will selectively

reflect or absorb certain wavelengths giving rise to a

reflectance spectrum that is uniquely characteristic of the

chemical composition of the surface. The following section

will be concerned with developing a technique for the measure-

ment of this spectrum. The interested reader is referred to

Kortum7 for a detailed theoretical treatment of reflectance.

Definition. The absolute spectral reflectivity of a

surface is defined as the ratio of the reflected flux to the

incident flux at each wavelength:
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RX ,, FX 14(,

where R. is the reflectivity of the surfaoe at wavelength X

and FX and F, are the reflected and Incident monochromatic

fluxes, respectively. The reflectivity i a function of

I the angle of incidence of the illuminating flux, but, only

in the case of grazing incidence does this angular depend-

once affect the relative characteristics of the reflectance

zpectrum. Experimental measurement of the absolute reflect-

ance requires measurement of both the total incident and

the total reflected flux. In the case of satellite obser-

vations, neither of these quantities can be determined unless

a Rriorl information is available as to the satellite size,

shape, orientation, and surface.scattering properties.

Measurement of the relative spectral reflectivity is

possible, however, by comparison of the spectral distri-

bution of the observed reflected light to that of the

incident light. Differences in the relative spectral

distributions can be attributed to selective absorption and

reflection by the satellite surface. This relative spectral

reflectivity, rt, may be defined ass

r - 0 / Fi (4)

A X

where F and FP are the observed and incident monochromatic

fluxes, respectively. The relative spectral reflectivity

will be proportional to the absolute spectral reflectivity

except in the case of large incidence and observation angles

where the direction distribution of the reflected flux can

8
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become wavelength dependent. For satellite observationR.

these large. phase angles would be attained only if the sun,

satellite, and observer were nearly aligned, a condition

which violates the visibility criteria.

Atmosherlc and Instrumental Effects. The observed

spectral distribution of the light reflected from a satellite

is altered by atmospheric transmission and instrumental

sensitivity. The atmospheric effects, arising from Rayleigh

soattering and selective absorption, are a function of the

intervening air mass. The exact magnitude of the effects

is, however, highly variable, both temporally and spatially.

The insbrumental effects result from the spectral character-

istics of the optics and the quantum efficiency of the

detector. For an absolute comparison of the spectrum of the

light reflected from a satellite to the illuminating solar

spectrum, the atmospheric and instrumental effects must be

accurately determined and eliminated.

These effects may also be eliminated by a direct

comparison of the observed spectrum to a solar spectrum

obtained under identical conditions, i.e., with the same

instrument and through an equivalent atmospheric path.

In this way, both spectra are subject to the same distortions

which will be removed when the ratio of the fluxes at each

wavelength is taken in the calculation of the relative

spectral reflectivity. This direct comparison technique
sI

is practical under experimental conditions because of the

presence of many sunlike stars throughout the sky. The

z
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..... " --A -- I -- . . .. . . . . .. .. .b
L16%1 50=17 cip u Oan be obtained by measur-

Ing the spectral distribuition of the light from one of these

stars. To satisfy the requirement for an equivalent atmos-

pheric path, the star must be at the same elevation at which

the satellite was observed, and the measurement muet be made

close to the time of the satellite observation.

Reference Stars, The choice of the reference stars

will be based on standardized multioolor photometric measure-

ments available in the literature. The spectral distribution

of the light from many stars has been aieasured using standard

wide-band filters with passbands of 500 to 800 A. The

measurmente, expressed in stellar magnitudes, provide a

comparison of the emission of the stars within prescribed

wavelength intervals in the ultraviolet (U), blue (B),

visible or green (V), red (R), and infrared (I) to the

emission of a specific standard of both brightness and color.

Since the measurements are expressed in stellar magnitudes,

differences between the values represent ratios of the fluxes

within these spectral regions. The differences, referred to

as color inacies, thus provide a measure of the relative

spectral energy distributions of the stars, usually refer-

enced to the visible or V band. The relative spectral

distribution is independent of the apparent brightness of

the star, and is indicative of the star's temperature or

spectral type. The visible magnitude, related to the

apparent brightness of the star, is normally reported with

the color indices. This tabulation then allows an inter-

10
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qo nn a of b * the brightnesaes .o an absolute basis and
_ -_- . __. was V 4

the color indices on a relative basis.

A good approximation to the relative solar energy

distribution can be obtained by choosing as reference stars

those stars whose multicolor indices closely match those of

the sun. Two princlple lists of modern stellar multicolor

indices have been recently published. The Arizona-

Tonantzintla Catalogue8 contains the five-color indices for

all stars brighter than +5 stellar magnitude, and the Eggen

list 9 contains three-color indices (UBV) for 1,066 of the

nearer G-type stars. A selected list (Table I) has been

prepared from these references of the G-type stars used in

this study and representative stars of other spectral types.

{i
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Table I

Multicolor Indices for Selewled Stars

........ Magnitude

Star e V U-V B-V V-R V-I Ref

15 Mon 07 4.66 -1.31 -0.24 -0.99 ,,0.31 8

p Cep B2 II 3.23 -1.17 -C.21 -0.10 -0.72 8

a Lyr AO V 0.00 0.03 0.00 -0.04 -0.07 8

* Lep FO tb 2.58 0.47 0.19 0.22 0.43 8

14411 dgo 5.50 o.88 o.68 .. . 9
Sun dGo -26.72 0.?0 0.64 0.52 0.78 4

24 Cas GO V 3.43 0.62 0.58 0.50 0.86 8

iota Per GO V 4.07 0.77 0.59 0.54 0.83 8

X Aur GO V 4.70 0.75 0.60 0.52 0.83 8

4 30 Cas C vp 5.12 0.78 0.69 -- 9

a Cas KO II-II 2.22 2.30 1.17 0.79 1.38 8

6 Lyr m4 II 4.30 3.32 1.67 1.79 3.42 8

12
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AR Supu rove Facility

The Aerospace Research Laboratories Sulphur Grove

Facility has been described in detail in previous publi-

cations. 'I0' I Only a brief description of the facility

will be given here with emphasis placed on those items

affecting the present study.

Physical Plant. The facility is located at Sulphur

Grove, Ohio, four and one-half miles northeast of Dayton,

Ohio. There are three buildings on the site--the tracking

building, the equipment building, and a trailer. The track-

ing building houses the telescope and the electronics associ-

ated with the mount drives. The photometer electronics and

the timing and recording equipment are in the equipment

building. Electrical connections between the tracking and

equipment buildings are made through a covered trough. A

darkroom and a teletype terminal over which satellite

position predictions are received are also located in the

equipment building. The trailer contains work areas and an

optics laboratory.

Telescope. The telescope is a 61-cm, f/16, Cassegrain

reflector (Fig. 2). A beam-splitter cell just before the

focus allows the image to be formed at either or both of two

locations. One location contains a framing camera used in

direct photography of orbiting spacecraft. The other

location contains the photometer. In normal operations, all

the light is directed to the photometer. An Astro-Mechanics,

13
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Secondary
Mirror

Primary
Mirror

S-Beam SplitterL ..J -/

Framing
Camera F- Photometer

Li aHead

Filter
Box

ri

Fig. 2. Schematic of ARL Telescope
and Associated Optics.
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Inc. filter box containing aperture masks, filter, and

re-Imaging optics preceeds the photometer. The aperture

masks are used to restrict the area of the sky imaged onto

the photocathode. The use of smaller apertures thus lowers

the sky-brightness signal; however, as the aperture size

decreases, the tracking accuracy requirements become more

stringent. A circular aperture equivalent to 110 arc-seconds

In diameter when projected against the sky was used through-

out this study. Other apertures available are 57, 24, 14,

and 9.5 aro-seoonds. The aperture masks are mounted on an

Indexed disk in the focal plane of the telescope. Also in

the filter box is an indexed wheel for mounting 25-mm

square optical filters. Normally included are the standard

astronomical UBV filters. A quartz Fabry lens is used to

image the 61-cm primary onto the photocathode of the detec-

tor. For checking telescope focus and alignment, the filter

box contains a microscope assembly which can be introduced
4

into the optical path with a movable mirror.

Acquisition and tracking of satellites is performed

visually using one of two tracking telescopes aligned with

the optical axis of the main instrument. The prime tracking

telescope is a 12.5-cm aperture refractor with two turret-

mounted eyepieces providing 10 and 6° fields-of-view,

respectively. Acquisition is normally performed using the

wide field-of-view, and tracking using the narrow field-of-

view. For acquisition and tracking of faint targets, a

20-cm Schmidt-Cassegrain reflector is used.

15



The telescope mount is a special four-axis design

developed by Kissell and Nunn.12 The four axes allow the

telescope to be oriented so that an artifical satellite can

be tracked along one axis. The telescope describes a small

circle on the celestial sphere, approximating the apparent

satellite trajectory. Tracking along the one axis is

performed by a rate command. Errors orthogonal to the small

circle approximation are compensated by a motorized position

control on a second axis.

Logarithmic Photometer. The performance of the photom-

eter will be described in the following chapter. An RCA-

4526, lI-stage photomultiplier tube is used as the detecting

element. This tube has a modified 8-20 response (Fig. 3)

allowing detection from about 3000 to 8000 A. The photom-

eter signal is obtained by sampling the potential across

the photomultiplier tube with a voltage divider. A bias

potential is introduced to bring the signal within the

range of the recording equipment.

Recordinp: Equipment. The photometer signal is record-

ed on both a Honeywell Model 1508 Visicorder and an Ampex

Model SP-300 tape recorder. The Visicorder provides an

immediate visual record of the photometer signal, while the

tape provides a permanent record for later playback. The

tape can then be played back into the Visicorder and the

record expanded or compressed as required for data extrac-

tion. Recorded simultaneously with the photometer signal

is the National Bureau of Standards WWV timing broadcast.

16
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Fig. 3. Modified S-20 photocathode response.
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Soannin s vectrometer

A single-channel, scanning spectrometer operating

between 4000 and 7000 A with a nominal resolutlon of 150 A

was designed and built for this study. The desigp consid-

erations and the mechanical details of the instrument are

discussed below.

Deslzn Considerations. The design of the spectrometer

is influenced by two basic constraints--the characteristics

of the light reflected from a satellite, and the necessity

of interfacing with the existLng equipment. Because of the

low intensity of the reflectedt light, the instrumental

efficiency must be high. The apparent visual magnitude of

an artifical satellite rarely exceeds +1 stellar magnitude,

and the ARL system is capable of detecting targets down to

+11 stellar magnitude. The spectrometer is designed to

operate over as much of this range (10,000 to 1) as possible.

Since the temporal variations In the Intensity of the light

reflected from a satellite could be misinterpreted as

spectral features, the spectrometer design provides for

rapid scanning of the spectral region to minimize these

intensity variations during a scan. To account further for

these variations broadband or undispersed measurement& are

also made during a scanning cycle to monitor the overall

intensity and allow analytical corrections for periodic

variations.

Although the ARL telescope Is designed to accept up

to 100 kg of equipment at the Cassegrain focus, certain

18
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mount clearance restrictions dictated as compact an arrange-

ment as possible for the spectrometer. This constraint,

coupled with those of high optical efficiency and rapid scan

rates, led to the selection of a variable-passband interfer-

ence filter for the dispersive element rather than a prism or

grating device. The spacer layer of one of these filters

varies in thickness across the filter producing correspond-

ing variations in the passband wavelength. A semi-circular

filter having a linear variation of the passband with

circumference was produced for this study by Optical Coating

Laboratories, Inc. (OCLI). This filter is now a standard

OCLI product although those tested here were the first ever

fabricated In this form. The use of this filter has permit-

ted a simple scanning mechauism and has resulted in an

extremely compact arrangement tor the spectrometer.

The design of the spectrometer seperated into two

problems, the design of a monochromatcr and the selection

of a suitable detector. Because of its wide dynamic range

and rapid response, the AhL photometer was retained as the

detector of the scanning spectrometer. The original photo-

multiplier tube having an S-17 response was replaced by the

RCA-4526 tube because of the improved red response of the

S-20 photocathode.

O2"LI Filter. The design of the monoehromator centered

about the dispersive element, the variable-bandpass inter-

ference filter. Three of the OCLI filters were obtained

(Fig. 4). The transmission of each filter was measured
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from. 3000 to, 800 , (the region covered by the photomul-

tiplier tube response) at 10° increments about the circum-

ference using a Cary Model 14R Spectrophotometer. The

filter which combined the highest transmission with the

narrowest passband was selected for use in the spectrometer.

The transmission of this filter as a function of wave-

length for three angular positions is shown in Figure 5.

The results of the measurements are summarized in Table II.

An equation relating the wavelength of the passband peak to

the angular filter position was obtained by-fitting a

straight line to the first-order transmission data of

Table II using a least-square procedure. The resulting

equation is:

X= 3790 A + 19.7 A/degree x 0 (5)

where X is the wavelength of the passband peak in Angstrom

units, and 0 is the angular filter position in degrees

measured from the "blue end" of the filter. The rms error

in fitting the line to the data points was 36 A; as will

be seen, this error is small compared to other uncertain-

ties affecting the measurements.

In order to use the filter to obtain accurate intensity

measurements at a given wavelength, it is necessary to

eliminate the higher-order passbands, restricting trans-

mission to the first order. Since the shortest-wavelength

first-order transmission occurs at 4020 A and the longest-

wavelength second-order transmission occurs at 3770 A, the
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Table 1i
OCLI Filter Transmission Measurements

Third
First Order Second Order Order

Filter %
Position Ma Im Trans- FWIfl* Ma Ima Trans- Malm
(degrees) (A) mission (A) (A) mission (A)

10 4020 28 160 --

20 4220 30 150 --

30 4390 31 150 3210 4 -

40 4520 30 140 3210 3

50 47o70 29 130 3230 4 --

60 4980 29 130 3240 6 --

70 5170 29 130 3230 5 --

80 5370 30 130 3240 12 --

90 5590 28 140 3280 17

100 5780 29 140 3300 23 --

110 5910 29 130 3320 25 --

120 6130 29 140" 3340 29 --

130 6260 30 140 3400 27 --

140 6550 30 150 3450 21 --

150 6780 30 150 3620 23 3210

160 6990 32 150 3700 29 3210

170 7180 31 160 3770 32 3210

*Full width of filter passband at half maximum.
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ideal solutior would be a, rilter with. zero transmissron

below 3900 A and one-hundred percont transmission above
0

3900 A. A Jenaer Glaswerk Sohott & Gen., type GG-22 filter

was chosen as the closest commerical filter to this ideal

from those examined. The transmission speotrum of one of

these filters was measured using the Cary Model 14R

Speotrophotometer (Fig. 6). By using the GG-22 filter in

conjunction with the OCLI variable-bandpass interference

filter, accurate measurements can be made from 4000 to

7000 A. At 7000 A, the second-order passband reaches a

maximum transmission of eight percent as compared to the

thirty-two percent transmission for the first order. For

the solar spectral distribution, the flux transmitted by

the second order passband will be eighteen percent of the

first order transmission.

Since the passband location and band-width of an

interference filter are dependent on the convergence angle

of the beam in which it is used, some consideration was

given to the necessity for collimating optics in the

spectrometer. The converging beam of -he f/16 telescope
0

corresponds to a convergence angle of 3.6 so the maximum

effect could be estimated. Calculations and experimental

measurements by Lissberger and Wilcock13 indicate that for

a filter with a 150 A passband negligible degradation in

the filter performance would occur in this beam. Thus,

the OCLI filter can be used directly in the telescope

optical path with no collimating optics.
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The passband width k jal~m m"ff-Ped' by the ro ral

extent of the area of the filter through which light is

transmitted. In order to minimize the transmitting area

the filter must be used near the focal plane of the tele-

scope where this area corresponds to the image size itself.

The Image of an orbiting satellite is normally less than

one millimeter in diameter with the ABtL telescope. Near

the outer circumference of the OCLI filter this image will

have a negligible effect on the filter passband. However,

the satellite image may be located anywhere within the

110 arc-second field aperture. Thle uncertainty in the

location of the image produces an uncertainty in the wave-

length at which measurements are being made. The uncer-

tainty associated with the 110 arc-second aperture is on

the order of 60 A, which is comparable to the filter pass-

band.

Mechanical Components. The mechanical components of

the spectrometer were constructed by the ARL shops. Con-

struction involve-' three items--I) fabrication of a filter

cell, 2) modification of the Astro-Nechanics, Inc. filter

box, and 3) fabrication of a spacer to permit the assembly

to be mounted on the telescope.

The basic function of the filter cell is to hold the

OCLI filter securely in place and to zlow It to be rotated

past the entrance aperture of the filter box. A sketch of

the filter cell is shown in Figure 7. The design of the

cell is such that two filters might be used to obtain two
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wavelength scans ver rotation ov- lnl n on ....

circular filter used and a d lspersed scan and a broadband

I measurement obtained r cycle, In the one-filter con-

figuration, a counterweight is used in place of the second

filter. In order to monitor the overall temporal variations

in the light reflected from'a satellite, the one-filter

configuration was used in this study. The filter cell

mounts directly on the shaft of the scanning motor.

The Astro-Mechanics, Inc. filter box forms the basic

structure of the spectrometer (Fig. 8). The scanning

motor, a Hurst Type PC DA, 30-rpm, synchronous motor, was

mounted inside the filter box with the shaft extending

through the base plate oontaining the aperture disk. The

position of the motor was chosen so that the open area of

the filter cell would be centered over the aperture during

scanning. To accept the motor in this position, minor

modifications to the filter box focusing-mirror assembly

were required. Figure 9a shows the filter box with the

filter cell mounted on the scanning motor shaft. The

spacer was required to provide sufficient clearance between

the filter box and the telescope mounting plate to allow

rotation of the filter cell, and form a light-tight seal.

2peration. The assembled spectrometer, including the

photometer is shown in Figure 9b. A foil shutter, covering

the 600 segment immediately before the OCLI filter, was

added to the filcer cell to allow for the photomultiplier

transient in going from the relatively bright open obser-
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vation to the observation through the filter. This shutter

also provides a sampling of the dark current signal during

each scanning cycle. The spectrometer scans continuously

in two-second cycles. Each cyole contains a broadband

measurement, a dark current measurement, and a spectral

scan from red to blue (Fig. 10).
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SjIv. 1zxperimental Procedures

The experimental procedures will be discussed in two

sections, data collection and data reduction. The data

oolleotion procedures are basically those normally employed

at the Sulphur Grove site for the broadband observation of

satellites. The data, reduction procedures, however, repre-

sent the first use of a digital computer in the reduction

of the photometric light curves. Previously, data reduction

at the sitehas been done using graphical techniques.

Data Collection

&gk__-.ePredictions. Predictions for the ARL

facility are prepared as look angles for the site by the

NORAD Space Defense Center and then transmitted by teletype

to the site. The predictions are prepared only for the

transits of selected satellites meeting specific visibility

criteria. Each prediction consists of the time, elevation,

azimuth, and range, for seven points during the transit.

To convert to the circle settings for the four-axis mount,

an analog technique developed by Vanderburgh is used,

The predicted azimuth and elevation points for the transit

are plotted on a meridional net, and the best small circle

is then fitted to these points. The choice of this small

* cirole approximation to the apparent satellite trajectory

determines the four shaft angle settings: azimuth, ele-

vation, declination, and track angle. Of these settings,

only the track ingle is a function of time.
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ni .t~inv' and Troking. Just bafq- the start of

E...... I, th#- o.pe rz0hU !as set to the calculated

angles with the track axis at the initial acquisition

position. When the target is acquired in the wide field-of-

view of the tracking telescope, tracking is initiated. rhe

target is centered in the field using the txack-axis rate

control and the cross-track position control on the elevation

axis. The eyepiece turret is rotated to provide the higher

magnification and the target image is then guided into the

aperture of the photometer. An audio tone varying in

pitch with the brightness of the target is used to verify

i the presence of the image within the aperture. The spectro-

meter scanning motor is then started. Tracking is continued

using the track-axls rate control and introducing cross-

I! track position corrections as necessary until the track-

axis limits are reached or the satellite goes into shadow.

Calibration. Two types of signal amplitude calibration

are used. Before and after each set of measurements, a

voltage calibration is obtained by sequentially applying

sixteen standard voltages to the Inputs of the tape recorder

and Visicorder. These voltages permit conversion of the

records from Visicorder galvanometer deflection to the

photometer signal voltage. A calibration of the photometer

system is obtained for the measurement session by observing

a number of G-type stars of known brightneases. These

measurements also provide data for a measurement of the

-!1 atmospheric extinction. The time of each observation is
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Urecorded for latGr calculation of the elevation of the ofa".

The National Bureau of Standards WWV broadcast is recorded

simultaneously with the photometer signal for accurate

time calibration of the records. The only changes in the

standard calibration procedures incorporated in this study

were the spectral measurements of the stars and the inclu-

sion of a number of stars at or near the observed elevations

of the satellite.

Data Reduction

Previous comparative photometric studies using the ARL

syotem have made use of empirical relations between target

brightness and the photometer signal. A calibration curve

was generated using measurements of G-type stars of known

brightness and intermediate points obtained either by

graphical interpolation or by use of an empirical curve
4

fitted to the data. The following discussion describes

the derivation of an analytic expression relating the flux

incident on the photocathode to the photometer signal and

the application of the results to the measurements of the

spectral reflectivity.

System uation, The photometer in use at the ARL

Sulphur Grove site is based on a design by M.H, Sweet.
1 5

This design employs a logarithmic range compression to

permit operation over a range of target brightnesses on

the order of 106:1. A simplified schematic of the photom-

eter electronics is shown i Figure 11. The circuit
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Fig. 11. Schematic of ARL Photometer Electronics16
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holds the anode ourrentl, !at onstant by varying the photo-

multiplier tube dynode voltage, Ed* The relation between

the flux incident on the photocathode, F, the anode current,

and the dynode voltage is:

Ia m F E n (6)

where m is a system constant which includes the luminous

sensitivity of the photocathode, n is the number of dynode

stages, and 0 is the relative dynode secondary emission
16

efficiency.

Since the anode current is constant, this relationship

may be rewritten in terms of logarithms for convenience in

working with stellar magnitudes as:

In F = c - no in Ed (7)

wher-e c = ln(i./m). The voltages between dynode stages are

equal, so the net photomultiplier tube potential, E, is

proportional to the dynode voltage, and the expression for

the flux becomes:

in F = k - no In E (8)

vith the constant of proportionality included in the constant

k.

Under operating conditions, the total flux incident on

the photocathode, F', is composed of the flux from the

target, F, the flux due to sky brightness, S, and an equi-

valent flux due to the dark current, D.
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PI F+s+D (9)

For convenience, let 6 = S + D. The equation for the photom-

eter response thus becomes:

In (F + 6) = k - np In E (10)

For absolute photometric measurements, the constants 6

and k would have to be evaluated using a known source having

the same spectral energy distribution as the objects to be

measured. For relative photometric measurements, however,

in which one source is compared directly to another, the

reference source, the relatlonship may be further simplified.

Let Eo represent the tube potential with no target in the

field, i.e., F = 0; then:

In 6 = k -n In Eo  ()

and let F* and E* represent the flux from the reference

source and the corresponding tube potential.

in (F* + 6) wk - no In E* (12)

These equations may be rewritten as:

k E-no (13)
40

and F + 6 =e E o  (14)
* 0

Eliminating k, one obtainss

F*16 (Eo/E*) - 1 (15)
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tube potential, E0 , and the flux and tube potential for a

target, F at4 E.

P/6 = (E /E) n O - 1 (16)

Dividing Equation 15 into Equation 16, one obtains an

expression for the ratio of the flux from the target to

the flux from the reference source, the relative spectral

ref lectivity,

F (Eo/E)n O -1
no- 1, (17)

F* (E0/E*)n - (

This expression is valid if the light from the target

and the reference have the same relative spectral energy

distribution. This condition is approached in the comparison

of satellite and stellar spectra because of the narrow

p*ssband of the spectrometer. Over the 150 A passband, any

variations in the flux from a satellite or star can be

assumed to be negligible. The effective spectral distri-

bution incident on the photocathode then becomes the filter

passband for both sources.

Syste Constants. Before Equation 17 can De applied

to the experimental dats, the constant no and the relation

between the photometer signal and the photomultiplier tube

potential have to be determined. For a constant flux,

Equation 6 may be written as:
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a  o' E 18

or, in terms of the total potential on the tube, as:

i a = o (19)

Measurements of the anode current versus the tube potential

4 for a constant flux were made, and, using Equation 19, an

average value was obtained for no of 8.1 with a standard

deviation of 0.3.

The photometer signal is derived by sampling the

photomultiplier tube potential with a voltage divider and

adding a bias potential. There should, therefore, be a

linear relationship between the photomultiplier signal,

V, and the tube potintial, E.

E = a + b V (20)

To determine the constants, a and b, a series of measurements

of the tube potential and corresponding photometer signal for

varying fluxes incident .on the photocathode were made. The

Sweet circuit varied the tube potential to keep the anode

current constant. A straight line was least square fitted

to the data and the resulting relation is:

E = 1446 volts - 75.63 x V (21)

where both E and V are in volts.

Comoutations. Because of the quantity of data to be

analyzed, it was decided to automate as much of the data
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reduction as possible. The Visicorder records were digi-

* ~tized using a Benson-Lehner Model F. OSCAR, an analog chart

reader device with a punched-card output. Programs were

written to convert the Visioorder records into the photom-

eter voltage signal using the voltage-calibration steps,

and to compute then the photomultiplier-tube potential and

the incident flux using the equations derived above.

Routines were also written for plotting the reduced data

with a Calcomp plotter. Copies of these programs are on

file at the Aerospace Research Laboratories General Physics

Laboratory. The computer used in the data reduction was

an IBM 7094.
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V. Data Analysis

The spectrometer and the data reduction procedures were

first tested on astronomical objects and then applied to the

measurement of the spectral reflectivity of artifiaial satel-

lites. The results of these analyses are presented below.

Astronomical ObJects

Stars. To test the self-consistency of the experimental

procedures, the spectral distribution of the light from G-

type stars was measured and compared. If these stars have

the same spectral distribution, the ratio of the flux from

one star to that from another should be a constant for all

wavelengths. Furthermore, that constant should correspond

to the observed difference in the brightness of the two

stars.

The results of measurements on 11 October 1970 are

summarized in Figure 12. The recorded photometer signal

for approximately ten spectrometer scans was averaged for

each star and this average signal used in computing the flux

ratio (Eqs (21) and (17)). Since the sky brightness observed

through the 150-A bandpass of the spectrometer is within the

noise of the dark current signal, the dark cL.rent signal was

used In determining the background tube potential, Eo . The

flux ratio has been computed at 90-A intervals between 4000

and 7000 A and plotted in Figure 12 for the indicated star

pairs.

The resulting plots indicate that the relative spectral
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Fig. 12. Comparison of G-Type Stars.
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a pronounced slope in the data points. The multicolor

observations of these stars (Table I) are in agreement

with this conclusion. It should be noted that the star 30

Cassiopeia is reported to have a peculiar spectrum which

could produce some of the observed variations in the flux

ratios involving this star. The narrow-*aand flux ratios

for each data set were averaged and the stellar magnitude

differences between the stars computed using the definition

of the magnitude difference given in Equation 1. The agree-

merit between the magnitude differences (Table III) jsnd those

obtained using the visual magnitudes from Table I is good

considering that the visual magnitude differences repressnt

a comparison of the integrated fluxes over a much narrower

portion of the spectrum.

Table III

Measured Stellar Magnitude Differences

Magnitude Difference

Averaged
Stars Flux Ratio Comed Published*

24 Cas/30 Cas 3.9 ±0.3 -1.5±0.1 -1.69
30 cas/1441i 1.4 ±0.1 _0.4±0O.1-03
14411 A1 Per 0,38-0.03 +1.0±0.1 +1.43

*From Table I.
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Moon. The spectral reflectivity of an area in the

lunar highlands was determined from measurements on 11

October 1970. As before, an a.erage photometer signal was

computed and used in caloulating the flux ratio. Six meas-

urements were aver Sed for the moon and ten for the refer-

ence star, iota Perseus. The ratios have been normalized

to unity at 5600 A and are plotted in Figure 13. Repre-

sentative errors corresponding to one standard deviation

are shown.

Values for the spectral reflectivity of the lunar sur-

face as determined by Barabashev1? and McCord and Johnson
2

have also been plotted in Figure 9 along with the measured

spectral reflectivity of lunar samples returned aboard
18

Apollo 11. Both the McCord and Johnson and the Apollo 11

data are representative of the reflectivity of the lunar

maria. The Barabashev measurements are for the lunar high-

lands. Excellent agreement is obtained between all measure-

ments from 4000 to 6400 A. Beyond 6400 A, a sharp increase

in the reflectivity of the highlands over the reflectivity

of the maria is shown in both the Barabashev and the present

measurements.

Artificial Satellites

Objec 223. Object 2253, PAGEOS 'Passive Geodetic

Earth-Orbiting Satellite), was launched by NASA in 1966 as

part of the National Geodetic Satellite Program. PAGEOS is

a 100-ft diameter inflated sphere with a surface of vapor-

deposited aluminum on a mylar substrate. 19 The satellite
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I GEP/PH/71-11i Is in an orbit with an apogee of 5635 km, and a perigee of

2726 km.
2 0

PAGEOS was observed on 7 November 1970. A twenty-

second segment of the photometric record over which the

brightness of the satellite remained nearly constant was

selected for analysis. To compensate for any minor cnangss

in brightness, each spectrometer scan waB reduced sepa-

rately and normalized to unity at 5500 A. The resulting

reflectivity values were averaged, and these averages are

plotted in Figure 14. The reference star used in the data

reduction was lamda Auriga. The multicolor indices (Table I)

indicate that its spectrum is nearly identical to that of

the sun.

Also plotted in Figure 14 is the normalized reflectance

spectrum of aluminum. Fair agreement is obtained throughout

the wavelength region between the experimental points and

the aluminum spectrum. The slight skewing of the experimen-

tal points is probably the result of either a slight mis-

match of the spectrum of the reference star to that of the

sun, or a degradation of the aluminum surface.

On this transit, a simultaneous observatlon was made

from the Ohio State University Perkins Observatory, Delaware,

Ohio, using a 26-inch objective-prism Schmidt. rhe disper-

sion of this system is in declination; so, to avoid having

the satellite moving in the direction of the dispersion, it

was necessary to make the observation at a point where the

apparent trajectory Is tangent to a circle of declination.
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Following a suggestion by Kissell , this point was deter-

mined using a modification of the analog technique used in

computing the telescope mount settings. The spectral

resolution of the Ohio State system is slightly better than

that of the spectrometer, so it was hoped to obtain a

spectrum for comparison with the photoelectric data. How-

ever, even using one of the fastest plates available, the

trailed image of PAGEOS was underexposed.

Object 3819. Object 3819 is a Soviet upper stage

rocket used in the launching of Cosmos 272 on 17 March 1969.

This object is in a nearly circular orbit of radius 1190 km
0 20

and 73.9 inclination. Photometric observations at

Sulphur Grove indicate that this object is tumbling with a

period of 110 seconds.

Spectral measurements were obtained for thit object on

11 October 1970. The light curve (Fig. 15) is typical of

that observed for a tumbling diffuse cylinder, although the

sharpness of the peaks indicates that the surface may have

some specular characteristics. The brightness on this

transit varied between +8 and +4 stellar magnitudes. Spec-

trometer scans near the light curve maxima were selected

for analysis. Because of the uncertainty of the exact shape

of the maxima, scans spanning a maxima were not analyzed.

Each scan was reduced seperately, then correction applied to

compensate for brightness variations during the scan. The

correction factors were determined by fitting a straight

line to the broadband brightness measurements immediately
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before and after a scan, anid dividing the computed spectral

flux ratio at each point by the interpolated broadband flux.

The corrected spectral measurements were then averaged. rhe

averages are plotted in Figure 16. The reference star used

in the data reduction was iota Perseus. The large uncer-

tainties in the data points may be due in part to errors

in the calculated brightness correction factor.

Based on the reflejtance spectrum and the broadband

observations, It appears that objeut 3819 is painted with a

white, semi-glossy paint. The diffuse scattering with the

specular characteristics near the maxima is indicative of

a painted surface, and the nearly uniform reflectLvity

throughout the visible wavelengths indicates a white surface.

The decrease in the reflectivity below 4500 A is typical of

zinc-oxide or titanium-dioxide pigments (Fig. 17), both

commonly used in white paints. The absorptions at 5100 A

and 5800 A could permit a more detailed identification of

the paint.

Ob ect 492. Object 4392 is the upper stage of the

rocket used to launch the first satellite of the People's

Republic of China on 24 April 1970. The orbit of object

4392 has an apogee of 2367 km, a perigee of 441 km, and an

inclination of 68.40.20

Spectral observations of this object were made on

8 January 1971. The light curve obtained for this transit

(Fig. 18) shows small periodic variations in the brightness

indicative of a tumbling diffuse cylinder. Specular glints,
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possibly from some other surface of the satellite are also

present. Because the brightness variations were very

repeative during the period of observation, interpolation

of the broadband flux during the spectral scans was possible

by continuing the observed variations across the interval

of the spectral scans. The-broadband measurements in the

scanning cycles were used to check the accuracy of the

interpolation.

As for the previous satellite, the interpolated broad-

band flux was used to correct the computed relative spectral

reflectively values for the variations in the satellite

brightness. The average corrected values are plotted in

Figure 19. The general appearance of the reflectance spec-

trum of object 4392 is similar to that of object 3819. The

reflectivity is nearly uniform throughout the visible wave-

lengths and decreases in the near ultraviolet. However,
0

the absorptions at 51.00 and 5800 A are absent. The inter-

pretation of the reflectance spectrum of object 4392 is that

the surface is covered wth a white paint, but of a different

type than the paint used on object 3819.

5
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Fig. 19. Object 4392 Reflectance Spectrum.

* (Normalized to unity at 5500 A)
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OV1. Conclusions and Recommendations

ED Conclusions

This study has demonstrated the feasibility of measur-

Ing the low-resolution reflectance spectra of orbiting

satellites. A prototype spectrometer was designed and

built, and the necessary data reduction procedures devel-

oped. The system was successfully tested. Preliminary

measurements on orbiting satellites indicate that the

reflectance spectra can be used to classify satellite sur-

face materials.

Continued use of the spectrometer at the ARL Sulphur

Grove facility is expected. The design is such that it does

not interfere with the normal broadband observations at the

site. The spectrometer added less than five pounds to the

weight of the instrument package previously on the telescope

and only 3/4 inch tu the overall dimensions. Conversion

from spectral to broadband observations consists only of

stopping the spectrometer scanning motor at the proper point

in the scanning cycle. The simplicity of this conversion

has permitted both broadband and spectral observations of a

satellite during a single transit.

Recommendations

The spectral reflectivity measurement3 on satellites

should be continued; only a brief beginning was possible in

this study. A logical next study would be an intensive

study of a single satellite of special interest. By
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monitoring tho refleotane apdobrum over a period of time,

any changes in the spectrum due to degradations of the

satellite surface by the space environment can be recorded.

These degradations have been produced in the laboratory,

but the only previous technique for observing changes pro..

duced by the actual space environment was by means of on-

board experiments.

The techniques developed in this study can be further

refined to provide more detailed information on the com-

position of satellite surfaces. For example, the spectral

measurements can be correlated with an analysis of the

broadband brightness to determine differences in the reflec-

tance of different areas of a satellite surface. Another

area for investigation would be the development of a tech-

nique for spectral analysis of specular glints such as are

produced by solar cell arrays. The analysis could permit

identification of the type of solar cell. More information

can be obtained if the spectral measurements are cxtended

further into the ultraviolet. One means of doing this

would be to use the second order transmission of the OCLI

filter.

The largest approximation made in computing the spectral

reflectivity of a satellite was the correction for the

changes in brightness. The accuracy of the computations

can be greatly improved if the spectrometer is converted to

a dual-beam instrument. The broadband brightness of the

satellite could be monitored continuously aith one beam
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while spectral measurements were made in the second beam.

The dual-beam system would have the added advantage of per-

mitting measurements of targets with rapid brightness vari-

ations. At the present time, measurements are restricted

to those objects whose variations are slow in G mparison to

the spectrometer scanning rate.

In its simplest form, this conversion would consist of

replacing the framing camera now on the telescope with a

second photometer and using the existing beam splitter to

divide the light between the two beams. The outputs of the

two photometers could be fed into an analog computer and

the ratio of the narrow-band to the broadband flux computed

to Equation 17. This ratio divided by a similar ratio for

a reference star would yield the relative spectral reflec-

tivity corrected for any brightness variations.

The derived relationships between the flux incident on

the photocathode and the photometer signal also have appli-

cation to the broadband observaticns at Sulphur Grove. In

place of the empirical calibration curves presently used,

the stellar calibration data can be fitted to Equation 10:

ln (F + 6) = k - no ln E (10)

and an analytic expression obtained for the photometer

response. This expression can then be used in the reduction

of the photometric light curves with digital computers. An

assumption implicit in the use of G-type stars to generate

the calibration curves has been that the satellites reflect
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the solar spetum un±?o='Ly, The spectrometer can be

used to test this assumption arnd determinre Its limitations.
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